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MORAL DILEMMAS/VALUE SHEETS: WRITING FOR CONTENT-CENTERED

SOCIAL STUDIES CLASSROOMS

Although the advocates of moral/values education have proposed many_different
approaches to achieving their goals, they fail to mention the fact that the
processes inherent in their different models are essentially the same. In 1976,
-Stahl' proposed a "synthesis model" to achieve values/moral education objectives:
This model stressed the common. elements which exist across these Varfous approaChes
in terms of their processes and the construction of classroom materials congruent'
with each approach.

The purpose of this presentation is to stress the development of.cOntent-centered
classroom activities useful for attaining your values clarification, and /or moral
development goals. Teachers who work through.and understand the points to be made
here will be able to plan and produce their own value sheets or moral dilemmas, It'.
must be emphasized that the production of such activities Is a learned skill and will
4not come automatically after casual exa:hination of these materfinT-ThTi-IisFion
will focus on your attainment of basic knowledge needed to produce'these activities.

o ******************** "

Figure 1 outlines the major components of each and every value/moral activity.
Study these components well. Whit you will need to be able to understand fs how-
you can transform each component of this model into some typetof content-related
activity. As you study the model, take each component and try to paraphrase it
in your mind to make sure you comprehend what each segment represents.

********************

From here, there are two major areas of understanding you must master. First,..
there is a need to vary the manner in which students engage in the Conceptual,
Relaticnal, and Moral Reasoning Phases of thinking. This is necessary to prevent
students from becoming bored and because different variations in this area stress
quite different decision-making and values/moral reasoning processes. (The different
forMats to'be described later' point out these differences rather dramatically.)

To review this aspect of producing values/moral activities, you need to keep-
in mind that teachers may develop these activities where their questions alone carry
the burden for the successor failure of the lesson, where they direct s̀tudents
.to use certain decision-making processes by instructing them within the.value/moral
activity itself, and/or where they may stress any propOrtion of teacher questions
and built-1n directions to attain these same processes. For example, the Standard
Format requires that teacher questions alone determine the success or failure of
student discussion of values/moral reasoning and problem-solving. The other formats
allow the teacher to be freed of extensive intervention by requiring the students
in small group discussions to include thinking similar to those described in the
model (Figure 1).

;********************

The second aspect of developing your own activities is that of the actual
content to be included in the "meat- of the materials. Without reviewing any
theory or approach to values/moral education, you can learn to develop your own
very effective classroom activities by incorporating the following ideas. To do
this well, you.need to keep in mind that the content of the activity (i.e., the
Focus of Moralization) can be condensed to one of the following five types:
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Topic, Ideaoncept, or Generalization at the Focus of the Unit

% 4 .4"

Topic, Idea,'Concept, or Gener-
alization at the Focus of the

Moral Dilemma

*****************k************
*******************************

.,*******************************

**.! Social and Moral Context***

it Serving as` the Focus of-***
******** Moralization *********

RELATIONAL PHASE
Emphasizes the con-
nection between the
context and the
focus of the unit,
the context,and the
moral issues, and
situation and other
related data

************ic******************
*******************************
*** **********h*********** **
*** ***********k********** **
*** The Component of the **

A** Context Which Presents **

*** or Describes the Moral **
.*** Di 1 emma,, or Conflict
*** ********************** **

***. ****k***************** **

**** ** *********** * ** , * **

***ii***************************

Follow-up Discussion Starters:

Conceptual Phase Ouestions

1

2.

3.

Relational Phase Questions

1.

2.

3.

Moral Reasoning Phase Questions

1.

2.

3.

'" 0

CONCEPTUAL PHASE .

Emphasizes the ident-
ifying, understanding,
and comprehending the
dontext, problem, role ,
part, moral issues,. data

JMORAL REASONING PHASE
Emphasizes making moral
judgments, examining
moral criteria and using
such criteria,- consider-

ing consequences of ,.

moral judgments, express-
emotive reactions, and
empathetic responses

Figure 1

A Schematic Illustration of a Moral Dilemma Containing the First
Three Phases of Moral Reasoning as Described by the Model.



1. A neutral issue or context which people'may react to or consider
in terms of some (or their) values or moral belief (e.g., an old
painting, the building of an airport, Jrschool bond issue,

Sending men into outer space, UFOs, etc.);

2,'A vale or moral issue whicb could be considered in it.; polar
forms"(e.g., a person could be honest or dishonest, lawful or.
unlawful,_truthful or untruthful in a given situation; a matter
of life or death, etc.);

3. A value or moratissue in conflict with another value or moral
issue in a .problems-solving situation (e.g., fighting for equal
protection versus those who support abortion, building an airport
near a wildlife preserve, spending money for weapons while holding
talks on disarmament, etc.);

4. A value or moral issue which may cause conflict becabse it allows
. for two or more possible choices (e.g.,tp person who believes in

freedom having to-decide how to act and judge deviant yet legal
behaviors such as a peaceful march of the American Nazi Party or
the founding of a Church of Satin in their own-hometown, etc.); and,

5. A,situation where two or more values or moral issues are applicable
and may even conflict (e.g., divorcing a Queen in order to legalize
a potsible male heir to the throne to secure peace in the kingdom

and breaking from the Church, etc.).

Before going any further, study- these- -five types-of-settings around which values /__

moral activities can be developed.
0*********************

In developing content-centered values and moral education classroom activities,
you may decide to either take a situation or event from the subject'matter your
students are studying and develop this situation around one of the five types of
settings mentioned above. Or you may decide which of these five types you want
students to consider and then identify situations, in your subject matter which
would highlight the type you, selected. In either case, the final dicision is yours.

to make.

Once you've decided on which of these two procedures you will take, you them .0,,

identify the specific format of the value/moral activity you will use to develop
the activity into a content- centered- learning episode. Using the fiVe formats

and five types of settings, you now have 25 different possibilities.for designing
your own clatsroa activities.

**********************

FORCED CHOICE FORMAT: The Forced Choice Format provides the student with a situation
where a major character or group is forced to make a decision-and the alternatives
which are available to them fire limited, are either all good,or all bad, are given
to them in the activity, and are the only alternatives from which a choice can be
made. In short, students are forced to choose and forced to .choose from a limited
number of given options. In all cases, refusal to make a decision puts the matter
out of their hands and is generally worse than any of the options which are available.

At the same time, student's must understand that to consider other options or to ,

consider combining the alternatives is a waste of time. Hence, they can pick-only

one option and, once selected, they lose all other options: The Forced Choice situation

represents one type of decision-making situation in which people sometimes find
themselves.

***********Irk********
.60
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AFFIRMATIVE FORMAT: The Affirmative Format prayides the student with a situation

where a major character or group is forced to make .'a decision and the person or
group is' free to make any decision they want which is consistent with the situation.
They may be presented with some possible alternatives and may reject all of them.
In other words, the person or group may decide to invent awdecision.they wish to
make to respOnd to and resolve the;situation. For this reason, the Affirmative
Format is oftenzcalled the "open-ended" or "free-response" format. This format also
represents a type of decision-making situation in which people sometimes find
themselves.

*********************

- RANK -ORDER FORMAT: The Rank Order Format provides the student wtth a situation
where a major character or group is forced to make a decision and where the alter-
natives available are provided. However, in this format, the person-or group is
aware that the first choice they want May not be available at that time or may
not work to resolve the problem. Thus, the person or group's second ranked choice
will be chetked as to its availability or effectiveness. This procedure will be
followed for all avialable options until the situation is resolved. This format
makes students consider Ihe relative value Of a number of options.to one another
such that they assign a specific rank order number (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) to each
option. To be successful, this activity requires the student to. be aware that
the first item that is ranked may not be available and thus the second placed
option must `be selected with care. This format represents another type of decisign
making situation people sometimes find themselves.

*********************

C(?6S,IFICATION FORMAT: The Classification Format provides the student with a
situation where a major character or group is forced to make a decision and where
the alternatives available are provided. However, in this format, the person
or group is'forced to divide th6 alternatives into three bread categories or
classes (i.e., alternatives most wanted to keep, alternativesleast wanted to
keep, and those which fit neither set of alternatives just listed). Thus, the_

person or group is forced into a compromising or bargaining type position where
they are to identify what they want to hold and what they are willing to give up
in order to secure their preferred choices. This format makes students consider

the relative value of alternatives in situations where they have give up something

to preserve or protect something else. It develops compromise and consensus

skills ilecessar in many everyday life situations

********************'

You now have the basic knowledge needed to go on.to develop your own classroom

learning activities centered on values/moral education objectives. Good luck and

MAY THE FORCE BE WITH YOU!
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Social and. Scientific, ontext

"And Ye May Keep Your Pet Rocks: .

O

T./k. (omett)

The U.S. Department of the Interior has announced
proposed regulations governing the importation of wild-
life which are injurious to human beings, forestry,
agriculture, horticulture, and native wildlife.

A Department spokesman reported the following:

Eight people a year are bitten by imported
poisonous snakes. Exotic pets bit at least 163
people in New York City alone during 1972. Each
year small turtles in pet stores are estimated
to cause 40,000 cases of salmonella poisoning.
Imported monkeys can infect humans with hepatitus
and tuberculosis. Venomous fish set free have
poisoned and paralyzed people. Newcastles'
disease, brought in by parrots and mynah birds,
killed over 11. million chickens in California
in 1973.

The proposed regulation would prohibit
--the *port of injurious wildlife-except as
permitted by the Secretary of the Intdrior
for scientific, education, zoological, or
medical purposes. The proposal includes a
list of "low risk" wildlife, which means that
all species not listed as "low risk" wculd be
prohibited from importation except under a
strict permit system and for the reasons
indicated above.

Shouldrthese proposed regulations be adopted-, -they
would' have a significant impact on the pet industry in
the United States. The ornamental aquarium fish and
accessories trade is expected to be the hardest hit.
These regulations would reduce bird importation by
about:50 pe:cent, mammal importation by'45 percent,-and
the importation of reptiles by195,percenti Imported ,
amphibians would be curtailed by about 15 percent.
Such reductions may well cause many pet stores to close.'
In addition, department stores which include 'pets
for sale! sections may eliminate their pet'sale
divisions.

Discussion Starters

1. Which governmental agency is seeking to restrict the
importation of wildlife?

2. What have been the consequences of wildlife already
imported into the United States.

3. How would the Department spokesman define wildlife?
Pollution?

4. In what ways might imported wildlife be considered
.a pollutant?

-5. besides those given in the article, how might the
new regulations affect the pet industry?

6. Suppose you were waiting for an imported pet and

41litsfle4,
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heard that these new regulations pnabib4ted it.
Would you be upset?

7. The Department of the Interior actively seeks

to restrict wildlife consi41ered dangerous to
the environment. Is this a good policy for
an agency of the federal government to
enforce?

8. Suppose the Department of the Interior asked
you to list ways of helping it preserve the
environment from dettructi:Jn. 4What,are some
additional policies the Department could
adopt in order to preserve our nation's
environment?

1
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,Directions:

Decision Sheet*

Members of your group are to'agree on one
of the three option offered to you as a
Council member. You should seek some basis
for agreement. This means that you are not

to vote. Instead you must reach a common
conclusion that all members of your group
are willing to accept and support.

The three possible projects that could be funded by the
Couilcil are:

.1.
0

Of these three projects, the.best project is:

If asked to proyide our (my) grounds for making this

decision, we (I) would say:

O

The person(s) responsible for making this decisibn are:

OThis decision sheet was written for a small group to
respond to this exercise. You may wantoto have students
individually complete this form before having the group

attempt it. You may, modify the context to make a small

-group rather than one individual for making

the choice.

Discussion Starters

1., Remembering that bicycle paths would lead some
motorists to stop driving to work, which ofthe
three projects would be the most protective of

the environment?

2. How might one associate the concept of conservatioh
to the wildlife refuge project? the small animal

zoo project? the bike path project?

3.. Which project Wbuld reflect the 'wisest' use of the
monex available to spend?

4. Is it bad that projects such as those listed were
not already funded by the City Council?

S. ,What projects that operate to preserve and protect
the environment are already supported by your city's
government?

6. The building of roads and parking lots have been
condemned by many environmentalist t. Wduld an
,eovironmentalist who worked against the building
of roads support the "bike path project"?
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Social and Scientific Context

"Eeny, Meeny,'Miny, Moe,..." 4-:-------

The end of the year was fast approaching. The city
manager of Your city announced that there would be a
'sizeable sum of money left over at the end of the year.
However, according to state law, all monies left unspent_
have to be returned to the'State Treasury.

You area member of the city council. Ygu have
long hoped for extra money to be.available to spend.
For years you have sought support for three of your pet
projects. In fact, just last year the city council
voted #p spend any extra money for your projects.. No
it apps s your three projects.will be funded. You
haye wanted the money to:

. 4

--build bike paths to project young bicyclists;
--build and operate a park and small animal zoo;

and . ,

--purchase a large piece of land as a natural wild-
life refuge..

This evening the city council is meeting for the
last time this year. The decision to spend the money
must be made tonight.

You have already reminded the council members
of their vote twelve months ago to fund yourthret
prbjects when the money was available. It appears the
money is now available.

As the city manager begins the meeting, your dreams'
are shattered. Only one-third of the money that was
thought to be available was still left unspent. Of your
three projects, only one can be funded. The council
members.inform you that they can and will spend the

6 money on one of your rrojegts. It is your choice. How-
gyer, they cannot promise or guarantee that extra money
Mill be-available next year or the next,. To delay'
your decision would force then to fund other projects
proposed by other members,of the council.

In other words, if you: decide not to mike a choice,
you will get none of your projects funded.' Should you
decide on one of the three, you will probably never %

get your other two projects funded. The council members
agree that you must choose from the three projects you
have long supported. You must choose one of the
following:

--to build the bike paths.
--to build and operate a city park and small

animal zoo.
--to purchase land for a natural wildlife refuge.

(Use the decision sheet on the next page to record your
answer.)
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-many studenti worked hard to-iet'the maim to
hold the party and to-hire.the band.

-some Students and-parents opposed the dance

because they don't like the type music played
by the band.

-music plated too loudly can cause permanent'
damage to the ears.

you have been congratulated by everyone for
your outstanding work and leadership. .

-to turn down the band woqld cause you to lose
some of your friends: '

-it is too late to get.another good'band.

-you are especially pleased with everything you
have done, especially in getting the band.

The principal is waiting to hear your decision as to
whether or not the band will play at the Spring Dance.
You tell him . .

Discussion Starters

1. According to the principal, what damage is.
anticipated because of the loud music?

2. Which facts did you consider before making
Your decision?

3. What alternatives did you consider before making
your decision?

4. What are the possible consequences of your
decision?

5. Suppose you were also chairman of you, r schOol's

Environmental Action Gruup. How might this
position influence your decision in this

situation?

6. At what pOint does music become noise?

7. 'How are music, noise and pollution related to
each other?

8. When faced with making a decision to protect
the things you enjoy or the things known to
protect the environment, which is the more
important?

When you were told you had to make this
decision whet were your feelings? . .

9.

4
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Social and Scientific Context

"Hear Ye!" Hear.Ye!"< 7:14 Aans2.9f0

The spring party is the biggest event of the year.
Everyone goes to the ',arty. Because poor bands have
played in the past most studerts are not planning to go
to the dance at the end of the year. This year, however,
the dance promises to be a special occasion. The Johnny
Fischer Band, the best band in the area, will play at
the dance.

You are to assume you are a student at Hontoon Jr.
High School. Further, you are to assume you are student
chairperson of the Spring Party Committee. With the
help of several teachers and students, you have planned
the entire event. You were the one who contacted the
band. For your hard work you have been congratulated

' by the school's priecipal.

It is two i'keks before the party and dance. At
this time every detail has been checked and double-
checked. Eyerything is "go"!

Today during second period you are called to the
principal's office. He reports that he had just,
received a phone call.

"A group Of students from the University have been
doing-some studies on the raise level of our community.
At a dance last night, the music played by the Johnny
Fischer Band reached a noise level of 116 decibels for
long periods of time. As you know, this level is
harmful to the human hearing system,!"

"When the university students informed the band
members of the noise level, they laughed at them. In

fact, the band played even louder."

"I'm not sure if I want-this band to play at our
dance. The music it plays is too loud. But it is too
late to get a real good band to take its place."

After a short conversation with you, he suggests
.that'you, as the representative of the student body,
should decide what ought to be done.

You arc to return to your class, thin. about the
situation, and report -to the principal's office at the
end of the period. You are to tell him your decision
at that time.

Aslou try to reach your decision, you remember
this:

-after years of poor attenaance at the dance,
this year most students are eagerly awaiting
the dance.

-the Spring party and darice is the big event of
the year especially for ninth graders who will
leave the school in June.
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follows:

The Rhodes Bill -(H.B. 75-109: Prevention of New
Highways)

This-bill-would-rUt-6-ff all monies to build to.
roads within the state. Money would be avail-,
able only to repair and maintain existing roads.
The State Department of Transportation is to
release all persons in excess of,those nteded:to
repair and maintain the roads. If this bill

passes, two new roads planned for your district
will not be built. Current cstimates state that
these roads would bring nearly 350,000 tourists
into your district the first year.

4

The Gulf Bill (H.B.-75-169: Increased Tax on Gasoline)
0

- This bill would require an additional tax 0,10t
per gallon of gasoline. It also gives permiSsion
to the governor to extend the tax up an additional
15t per gallon if conditions demand it. If this

bill passes, gasoline prices will rise so high
- that people will not be able to afford the fuel to

travel to thetourist attractions, in ydur district.

The Carr Bill (H.8.145-214: Highway Patrol Expansion)

. This bill would'triple tbe size of the state's high -
way-patrol department and purchase the necessary cars,
radar, and other equipment. The enlarged force

! would.effectivelyscrack down on violators -of the
speed, laws. A mandatory minimum fine of $75.00 is
to be paid by.a31 violators to help pay for this
patrol. If this bill passes, heavy enforcement
of the speed "lbws will take place throughout the
state. "Because the districts surrounding/ours have
not been able to enforce these laws in the past,
these districts will receive extra patrols and

. heavier enforcement. In effect, tourists may be
"scared off" from traveling through.these heavily
patroled districts..

The Ford Bill (H.B. 75-331: Increased Tax on,Automobile s r;1

Tags)

This bill would require that automobile tags be-sold
to owners at a rate *ftich_ingludes miles-per-gallon
and amount of po.11uticM. A minimuorate of $75.00
for 3 car tag would be set. Also, starting next
year, all car owners would have to pay akadditional
fee for the miles their car had traveled during the
year. If this bill passes, many perkons who would
normally have money to travel:Would Be required to
use it to buy their auto tags. Since owners will

-be charged at the end,of the year for all the miles
they've driven, the bill also reducesothe amount of
extra-driving they willdo.

The Wallace Bill (H.B. 75-332: Installation of GovenOti

on Motor Vehicles)
Oto

This bill would require that ithin twelve months
of passage, all nivate motor vehicles would be
required to-have a devise installed, on their
engine that would prevent speeds in excess of 55
miles per hour. Violators of the law would lose
their licehse for one year and pay a $500.00 fine.
If this'bill passes, the people who had to speed
in order. to get to your district and return to
their homes in the same day would be unable to
continue this practice. Your district tourism
council' reports 30 percent of their trade is made

up of people in this category.

0
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Social and Scientific Context

"Deliverance"

After years of being labeled a "poor" area, your
X. district has begun to pay its own way. Newly established

tourist businesses have attracted people from all over the
nation. New jobs with good pay were created. New housing
developments are planned. New stores and other businesses
have opened. For the first time, young people are talking
about staying in the district rather than leave it for
better jobs ielsewhere. The tourist industry has changed
the entire district.

---_-__.
For purpoies of this exercise, you are a member of

your state's House of Representatives. You were elected
because of your efforts to bring "progress without
destruction" to your district. You said that bringing
business into the area should not also mean brining an
end to the local environment. The local Environmental
Action Group (EAG) supported your candidacy. Many
farmers and older citizens voted for you. Your narrow
victory was the result of a combined effort by EAG and
non-EAG voters. The business people, whom you did not
expect to support you, voted for your opponent. Since
your election many more businesses have opened.

N

As the House session nears its end, there are five
key bills yet to be passed. All five are very important,
to your district. If passed, these bills would deal a
death blow to the growing tourist businesses in your
district. Businesses would close. People would lose their

jobs. The district would once again become "poor." How-

ever, if passed, these bills would support the interests
of your local EAG. The ecological balance and the
natural beauty of your district would 4e preserved.

You realize' you don't have time to work to pass to

defeat allclive bills. The citizens of your district
want all five bills defeated. Mail and telegrams from
your district runs 3 to 1 urging you to vote against
all five bills. These messages. indicate that if you

xote.,against all five bills. you will not have problems

getang reelected. Members of the EAG remind you that
-they-helped get you elected. To'vote against any of
the five bills would be to turn your back on the pro-
tection of the environment. You will be turning
against the people who put you in office.

There is little time remaining in the session.
All of the bills are given a 50-50 chance of passing.
Some of thi bills are designed to conserve energy. Some
of the bills -are designed to save the state money. Most
have been proposed by the state EAG and.the State
Association of Farmers and-Ranihers. The bills represent
the strongest support environmental protection has ever
received from the citizens of the state. You have to
decide whether you should support the business and
economic interests of your district over the interests
of the environment. To date, you have successfully
pbt-off your answer to yoUr constitueRts.

The five bills and brief descriptions of each are as

ti
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Decision Sheet No. 1

Directions: Before making your decision, you should consider each
bill in light of its possible or anticipated come-

,.

quences on the tourist trade and the local environ-
ment. In the chart below, describe each bill in your
own words and identify the consequences for each.

Assigned
Rank

Summary of Bill
(complete)

Consequences of'Bill for
the tourist trade

Consequences of Bill for
environmental protection

0 The Rhodes Bill (1)

(2)

. (1)

(2)

A

The Gulf Bill (1)

(2)

(1)

(2)
,

,

The Carr Bill (1)

(2)

(1)

(2) . .

The Ford Bill (1) -

(2)

(1)

(2) .

-.

, _

The Wallace Bill (1).

(2)
. .

( 1)

(2) ., .

'

,

..

,

Decision Sheet No. 2

Directions: Mark "the bill that would be most harmful
to the tourist business with a "1," the bill that would
be next most harmful with a "2," and so on until you
have marked the least harmful bill to your district's
tourist business with a "5."

I chose the

C.,

The Rhodes Bill

The Gulf Bill

The Carr Bill

The Ford Bill

The Wallace Bill'

Bill as the :host harmful to tne
tourist business because

I chose the
tourist business because,

Bill as the least harmful to the

0 Decision Sheet No. 3

Directions: Mark thebill that would be most protective
to the districts environment with a "1," the bill that
would be next most protective with a "2," and so on
until you have marked the least protective bill to your
district's environment with a "5."

I chose the

The Rhodes Bill

The Gulf Bill

The Carr Bill

The Ford Bill

The Wallace,Bill

.Bill as theamost protective to
the environment because

I chose the . 4;1411 as the least protective to
the environment because -

ts
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As you examined the five bills, you realized that
if you voted for these bills, you would be voting to
protect the state's environment. Should you vote for
these bills, you would be endangering the progress
and future of the tourist business in your district.
You decided to consider each bill as it came up and
then make your decision as to which ones you wanted
to see passed.

However, as you entered your office this morning, a
group of businessmtn from your district pay you a
surprise visit. They bring seven reporters withthem.
They inform you that they know the five bills may still
be passed. They know you have not yet decided to work
for or against any of the bills. They report that if
all five bills are passed you will not be re-elected
next term. They demand to know which of the five bills
you plan to spend the rest of the session trying to
defeat. They demand an answer now!! 0

As you prepare to respond to the group of business-
men, you are interrupted by a group of your district's
Environmental Action proponents. They report they heard
of this meeting and wanted to be witnesses to what was
said. Furthermore, they brought along a television
reporter for recording the event. You have no way out, .

you-must decide.

Khowing you cannot spend all yoUr efforts to defeat

this announcement, the combined audience demands to

or against the bills fn order of their priority. ,kith

or pass all five bills, you announce you will work for

. know the order'in which you will work,on these five bills.

'Finally you announce your decision,. (1)

***** ***** ******

my final decision, I choose to work towards
defeating-passing the five bills in this order:

The Rhodes Bill

The Gulf Bill

The Carr Bill

The Ford Bill

The Wallace Bill

I choose to work towards the defeat-passage of these bills
because

(1) Complete only after working the three decision sheets
which follow. Then return to this page and state your
decision.

Discussion Starters

1. ,In the story, what were the two major groups which
attempted to influence your decision as to which bills
to support.

2. In the situation just presented, how would the use
of energy affect the prosperity of the tourist
industry?

3: Suppose you have decided to rank-order the five bills
according to their environmental protection ability,.
Would yoO have rank-ordered these bills any differently?

4. Individuals often make choicts between what one wants
to do and what one ought tea°. As the legislator in
this exercise, when you had to decide between the
people of your district and protecting your district's

environment, did you feel confused?
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of these rules are necessity. At the same time, you
knowthat all nine policies are not to beenforced
_irtmediately. Youlnow that Mrs. Yirga is- trying to
&'linforce.a school board policy and she could make her
decision without asking your help. Your class is being

asked to help decide which policies Mrs. Yirga Should en-
force right away and which policies she should postpone.
sinless absolutely necessary.

In order to assist you and your classmates,with your
4 decision, Mrs. Yirga asks that you docthree things:

1. to rank-order from best to worst the nine
policies Mrs. Yirga, has listed on the sheet;

2. to identify the three policies that should be
enforced immediately and to state the reasons
why these policies should be followed;

'.-to,identify the thiee policies that should not
be enforced except in an extreme emergency and to
state the reasons why these policies should be
postpined at this time.

Decision sheets follow on which you and members of
your group are to do these three things in order to help
Mrs.'Yttga.

Discussion Starters

1. 'What 'policy did the school board expect Mrs. Yirga

to follow?

2. What caused the school board to pass such a policy?

3. How are the policies you were asked to consider
rrelated to problems of energy use?

-4% What is theelationship between energy use and
environmental protection?

5. What other ways of conserving energy might Mts. $.4.

Yirga consider?

6. Is it fair for the school board to place the
burden of the decision on principals like Mrs. Yirga?

6'

e,

7. If Mrs. Yirga had made the decisions by herself,
what would be your feelings toward her?

8. If your own local school board began cutting enemy,
use at your school, would you be upset?

.
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Social and Scientific Context

"We're Running Out of 'Juices" ( -.bad (6,&..1.40

'Mrs. Yirga, Principal of Eustis Middle School, has
recently received information from the local school
board. The board told her that little money will be
available to pay electricity and fuel bills for. the rest
of the school year. According to the board, starting the
following Monday-, all schools were to take specific steps
to reduce their energy use.

Instead of making the decision by Wrself, Mrs. Yirga
announced she wanted the students at her school to help
her make the important decision as to what things would
be done to cut her school's.energy use.

When you and your classmates came to school this
morning, your teacher handed you a note from Mrs. Yirga.
The note listed ning things Mrs. Yirga could do in order
to cut down on the use of energy at the school. The

nine things, are:

1. all audio-visual equipment including films,- film-
strips, overhead projectors and tape recorders
can no longer be used.

2. air- co'hditioning in the classrooms can be-turned

off.

3. air-conditioning in the library can be turned
off.

4. warm water only can:be available for the showers
in physical education.

all fiel:d trips can be cancelled.

use .0 school-facilities such as the gym,
library, etc., after 3:00 p.m. can be stopped.

7. the serving of hot and warm foods-in the
cafeteria can be severely reduced.

8. the re ding center located in a portable
classro which uses equipment, air-conditioning
and lights can be closed down.

9. in case of colder weather, heaters can be turned
on only, on extremely cold mornings and turned off

at 10:00 a.m.

Instead of doing all these things at once, Mrs. Yirga
belieVes that only some of these steps are necessary to
cut down on the school's use of energy. So, three of
these policies will be enforced iMmediatplyand-thfee
are to be identified as the most important to keep.. The
remaining three policies will be enforced if and when the
first three, fail to cut down the use of energy, by the school.

You and your classmates are asked to consider these
steps. In general, -you and your friends agree that some
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Decision Sheet No. 2

The Three Policies, to be Enforced

The three policies to be enforced are:

1.

2.

3.

Our reasons for believing that these three things should
be given up first are:

Members of the group who made this decisfoh are:
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Decision Sheet No. 1

Rank-order Decision Sheet

Directions: Rink-order the following policies from those
you are most nilling to accept to those you are least

'willing to accept, To do this place a "1" by the policy
you'most want accepted; a "2" by the policy you want
accepte.!-nextOmd so on until you have placed a "9" by
the policy you hope never gets accepted.

all audio-yisual'equipment including film,
filmgtrips, overhead projectors and tape .

recorders will no.lohger be 'used.

air-condittOning in the classrooms will be

turned off.

air-conditioning in thi.library will be turned
--- off. a

warm ter -only will be available for the
showers in phYsical education.

all field trip%will be cancelled_

use of school' facilities such as.the-014--____
library, etc.; after 3:00 p.m. will be stopped;---___

the serving, of hot and warm foods in the
cafeteria mill be severely reduced.

the reading tenter located in a portable
classroom which uses equipment, air-conditioning,
and lights, will be closed down.

in case of colder weather, heaters will be
turned on only on extremely cold mornings and
turned off at 10:00 a.m.
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